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Stem-loop Structure in the 50 Region of Potato Virus X
Genome Required for Plus-strand RNA Accumulation
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Computer-generated thermodynamic predictions and solution structure
probing indicated two stem-loop structures, stem-loop 1 (SL1; nt 32-106)
and stem-loop 2 (SL2; nt 143-183), within the 50 230 nt of potato virus X
(PVX) RNA. Because the existence of SL1 was further supported by covariation analysis of several PVX strains, the functional signi®cance of
this structure was investigated by site-directed mutational analysis in a
tobacco protoplast system. In general, mutations that reduced genomic
plus-strand RNA accumulation similarly affected coat protein accumulation, indicating that subgenomic plus-strand RNA was also affected. In
contrast, minus-strand RNA levels remained relatively unchanged. Mutational analysis of the stem C (SC) region of SL1 indicated that pairing
was more important than sequence, which was consistent with the covariation analysis. Alterations that increased length and stability of either SC
or stem D (SD) were deleterious to plus-strand RNA accumulation. The
formation of internal loop C between SC and SD, as well as speci®c
nucleotides within this loop, were also required. Several modi®cations
were made to the terminal GAAA tetraloop, a motif known for enhanced
RNA stability. Both GANA and GAAG motifs resulted in wild-type
levels of RNA accumulation. However, a UUCG tetraloop was detrimental, indicating that the sequence of this element was important beyond
just providing stabilization of the structure. These data indicate that multiple features of SL1 are critical for accumulation of PVX plus-strand
RNA.
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Introduction
Genome replication for many single-stranded,
plus-sense RNA viruses requires production of
minus-strand RNA, which in turn serves as the
template for genomic and subgenomic (sg) plusstrand RNA species. Cis-acting signals that regulate this process have been found at the 50 and 30
termini of the RNA genomes and proximal to the
Abbreviations used: SL, stem-loop; PVX, potato virus
X; SC, stem C; SD, stem D; sg, subgenomic; NTR, nontranslated region; ORFs, open reading frames; TB, triple
gene block; CP, coat protein; OAS, origin of assembly;
TL, tetraloop; DMS, dimethyl sulfate; NT-1, Nicotiana
tabacum strain; SRP, signal recognition particle; AMV,
avian myeloblastosis virus; DEPC, diethyl
pyrocarbonate; h.p.i, hours post-inoculation; LC, loop C.
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initiation sites for sgRNAs in both plant and animal viral systems (Duggal et al., 1994; Buck,
1996). Several studies have documented that
RNA secondary structures at the 30 terminus are
important for RNA replication (Jaspars, 1985;
Jacobson et al., 1993; Song & Simon, 1995; Hsue
& Masters, 1997; Lauber et al., 1997), and that
structural elements can affect host protein binding speci®city in vitro (Blackwell & Brinton, 1995;
Ito & Lai, 1997). Additionally, structures at the 50
terminus have also been found to affect viral
RNA accumulation (Andino et al., 1990; Niesters
& Strauss, 1990; Pogue & Hall, 1992; Gilmer et al.,
1993; Hellendoorn et al., 1997). Although these
studies indicate that RNA sequences and/or
structures are important during replication, the
relationship between structural features and individual aspects of RNA synthesis needs to be
further de®ned.
# 1998 Academic Press
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Potato virus X (PVX), the type member of the
potexvirus group, is a ¯exuous, rod-shaped virus
that contains a positive-sense 6.4 kb RNA genome.
The capped and polyadenylated viral RNA is composed of an 84 nt 50 non-translated region (NTR),
®ve open reading frames (ORFs), and a 72 nt 30
NTR (Huisman et al., 1988; Skryabin et al., 1988).
ORF1 encodes the viral replicase protein, which is
the only viral protein absolutely required for PVX
RNA synthesis. Three ORFs (ORFs 2-4), collectively
referred to as the triple gene block (TB), encode
products necessary for viral cell-to-cell transport
(Beck et al., 1991; Angell et al., 1996). The viral coat
protein (CP), which is required for viral movement
(Chapman et al., 1992; Baulcombe et al., 1995) and
encapsidation, is encoded by ORF5. Proteins corresponding to these ORFs are detectable in infected
tissue (Price, 1992), as are several RNA products
e.g. genomic plus-strand and corresponding
minus-strand RNAs, two predominate sgRNA
species that initiate upstream of the TB or CP
genes, and double-stranded versions of these products (Dolja et al., 1987).
The 50 region of PVX RNA is likely to contain
signals for translation, encapsidation and RNA
synthesis. Two regions of the PVX 50 NTR, designated a (nt 1-41) and b (nt 42-84), were found to
enhance translational ef®ciency of reporter genes
in vitro (Smirnyagina et al., 1991) and in vivo
(Pooggin & Skryabin, 1992; Zelenina et al., 1992).
Although the encapsidation signal or origin of
assembly (OAS) for PVX has not been de®ned,
the ®rst 47 nt in the 50 NTR of a related potexvirus, papaya mosaic virus, support assembly (Sit
et al., 1994). Deletion analysis of the PVX RNA 50
NTR has shown that multiple elements in both of
these regions regulate genomic and sg plusstrand RNA accumulation (Kim & Hemenway,
1996). Although multiple elements in the PVX 50
NTR are clearly important for virus replication,
very little is known about how speci®c sequences
and/or structures affect different aspects of the
infection process.
Given the importance of the 50 region, we
initiated studies to de®ne the role of RNA structure
in PVX replication. Thermodynamic predictions
and analysis of solution structure by chemical
modi®cation and RNase digestion indicated two
well-de®ned stem-loop (SL) structures within the 50
230 nt of PVX RNA, both of which terminate in
stable tetraloops. Covarying nucleotides found in
the stem regions of SL1 suggested that formation
of this structure is important for PVX replication.
To understand how individual structural elements
in PVX SL1 function in virus replication, we analyzed the effects of site-directed mutations in this
SL on accumulation of PVX RNAs in a tobacco
protoplast system. Using this approach, we identi®ed key sequence and structural elements
required for PVX RNA accumulation, and the data
indicate that these elements affect both genomic
and sg plus-strand RNA levels.
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Results
Thermodynamic predictions and solution
structure probing indicate two well-defined,
stem-loop structures in the first 230 nt of
PVX RNA
Stable secondary structure elements in the 50
region of PVX RNA were ®rst evaluated by computer-generated thermodynamic predictions. The
energy dot plot shown in Figure 1A represents all
possible structures within 10% of the predicted
minimal energy for the 50 500 nt of PVX RNA. The
optimal folding of this region of PVX RNA is
depicted in the lower left triangle, where the mimimum energy structure is represented by dark dots,
and rows of dots denote base-paired regions.
Within the upper right triangle, all suboptimal
foldings within 4 kcal of the minimum free energy
are represented. The optimal folding is again represented by dark dots, and alternative pairings are
evident as the dots become lighter in grayness; the
least-favored pairings are depicted as the lightest
dots. Regions that are cluttered with differently
shaded dots represent multiple folding possibilities
that are considered less well de®ned (Jaeger et al.,
1989a,b; Zuker, 1989).
Although several SL structures are predicted by
the dot plot (Figure 1A) to form in the 50 500 nt of
PVX RNA, we focused on the three SL structures
within the ®rst 230 nt. The predicted optimal secondary structure for this region, shown in
Figure 1B, indicated that the ®rst 31 nt at the 50
end were unpaired. Of the three SL structures predicted, only the ®rst two were strongly supported
by this thermodynamic analysis. SL1 (nt 32-106)
was predicted to contain four stem regions (SA,
SB, SC and SD), three internal loops (LA, LB and
LC), two mismatches, and a terminal tetraloop
(TL). Some scatter was observed near the base of
SL1, potentially indicating ¯exibility of pairing in
this region. SL2 (nt 143-182) was predicted to contain three stem regions, one mismatch, two bulges,
one internal loop, and a terminal tetraloop. SL3,
which includes residues 194-229, was less wellde®ned, as indicated by the scatter of differently
shaded dots.
Chemical and enzymatic probing were used to
experimentally verify the thermodynamically predicted secondary structures. Transcripts (543 nt)
probed in these experiments were generated by
runoff transcription of a PVX cDNA clone,
pMON8453 (Hemenway et al., 1990). Preliminary
experiments indicated that modi®cation and digestion patterns of these truncated transcripts were
similar to those for authentic viral RNA (data not
shown). Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) modi®cation of
unpaired adenosine (A) and cytidine (C) bases was
done at several temperatures (4, 25, 37 and 90 C)
to determine the relative reactivities under different conditions. Cleavage of unpaired guanosine
(G) residues with RNase T1 and of double-stranded
helical or stacked helical regions with nuclease V1

Figure 1. Structural analysis of the 50 region of PVX RNA. A, the thermodynamic energy dot plot is shown for all
structures within 10% of the most optimal energy (G); a total of seven structures were recovered and plotted. The
axes are labeled to indicate the position of each nucleotide in the PVX RNA sequence from nt 1-500. Three stem-loop
structures predicted within the 50 230 nt are boxed and indicated by SL1, SL2 and SL3. B, reactivities in the 50 230 nt
of PVX transcripts to chemical and enzymatic probing are superimposed on the optimal predicted secondary structure model. Positions of DMS reactivity are indicated by asterisks ( * ), with larger asterisks indicating a greater degree
of modi®cation. Filled arrows ( ! ) indicate positions of RNase T1 cleavage, with larger arrows denoting greater reactivity. Positions of RNase V1 cleavage are marked by open, curved arrows ( ). Ambiguous DMS and T1/V1 reactivity are indicated by ®lled and open circles, respectively. Unreactive positions are not marked. Within SL1, four stem
regions (SA, SB, SC and SD), three internal asymmetric loops (LA, LB and LC), and a terminal tetraloop (TL) are
labeled.
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(Lockard & Kumar, 1981) was done at 25 C. Reaction conditions for both DMS modi®cation and
RNase digestion experiments were optimized such
that less than one nucleotide per RNA molecule
was modi®ed. Products of these reactions were
evaluated by primer extension with three oligonucleotide primers, eP1, eP2 and eP3, which are
complementary to nt 78-97, 148-179 and nt 242263, respectively.
A summary of the data obtained by DMS modi®cation and RNase digestion of the 50 230 nt are
superimposed on the most stable secondary structure prediction shown in Figure 1B. Primer extension patterns for part of SL1 are depicted in
Figure 2. Modi®cation patterns of other regions
within the 50 230 nt were evaluated from additional
gels (data not shown). Individual nucleotides were
determined to be reactive when: (1) the signal of
the extension product was greater in modi®ed than
unmodi®ed samples; and (2) the intensity of the
extension product was greater at 25 or 37 C than
at 90 C, indicating a chemical reactivity at that
nucleotide greater than in the random, unfolded
molecule. If either of these criteria were not met,
residues were considered to be unreactive (not
numbered). When considerable background extension products were evident, reactivity was considered to be ambiguous and was noted by ®lled
(DMS) or open (RNases) circles.
The structures predicted for the TL, SD, LC and
SC regions of SL1 (nt 45-87), were consistently supported by the modi®cation analyses (Figures 1B
and 2). In the TL region, G66 was strongly reactive
to RNase T1 and all three A residues in this region
(A67, A68 and A69) were modi®ed by DMS. The A
residues of the A U base-pairs predicted to close
this loop (A70, A71) were not accessible to DMS
modi®cation, indicating that the predicted terminal
loop formed in solution. The other residues in SD
also were not reactive to DMS or RNase T1, indicating pairing in this region. All the residues in LC
were accessible to DMS and several exhibited
RNase V1 cleavage (C60, C61, A74 and C78),
suggesting that some of these residues may have
formed helical, stacked conformations. Within the
SC region, most residues predicted to be paired
were not susceptible to DMS (Figure 2A) or RNase
T1 (Figure 2B), but did exhibit considerable sensitivity to RNase V1. The exceptions to this were the
A84 modi®cation by DMS, G80 cleavage by RNase
T1, and ambiguous reactivities of A47, C46 and
C45 at the base of SC. Residues predicted to be
mismatched in SC were accessible to DMS. Given
the patterns of reactivity for SD and SC, and accessibility of LC to RNase V1, it is possible that these
regions formed a largely paired and/or helical conformation.
Based on both thermodynamic and modi®cation
data shown in Figure 1, it is likely that the portion
of SL1 (nt 32-47: nt 86-106) containing SA, LA, SB
and LB can form multiple conformations. In the SA
region, A32, A33 and A34 were predicted to be
paired to U104, U105 and U106. These U residues
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were susceptible to RNase V1, indicating they were
paired or in a helical arrangement. However, A33
and A34 were modi®ed by DMS and A32 reactivity was ambiguous, which would argue against
pairing in this region of SA. Although residues
C35 and C36 exhibited ambiguous reactivity to
RNase V1, they were not accessible to DMS. In
addition, the complementary G102 and G103 were
not cleaved by RNase T1, indicating that two predicted base-pairs in this region of SA formed in
solution. In the region of asymmetric LA, residues
C37, A38 and C39 on the 50 side of this loop and
residues G98, C99 and G100 on the 30 side did not
exhibit reactivity to DMS or RNase digestion. In
contrast, C97 and A101 on the 30 side were reactive
to DMS. These data indicate that pairing may
occur across the central portion of this loop
between C37A38C39 and G98C99G100. Alternatively, these residues may pair with partners elsewhere in the RNA. Because residues in both SB
and LB regions were reactive to DMS or RNase T1,
it is possible that SB and LB formed one large loop.
One of the suboptimal structures predicted by the
thermodynamic analysis exhibited such a conformation (data not shown).
Considerable RNase V1 digestion and the
absence of DMS modi®cation to most C and A residues in the predicted stem region of SL2
(Figure 1B) indicated base-pairing or stacking. The
A152 residue predicted to be bulged and the
A147/A178 mismatch were modi®ed by DMS.
Accessibility of G161 to RNase T1 and A162, A163
and A164 to DMS supported the terminal TL in
SL2. As was observed for SL1, some residues near
the base of SL2 exhibited ambiguous reactivities.
The region separating SL1 and SL2, which was predicted to have several alternative structures or to
be unstructured (Figure 1), exhibited many ambiguous reactivities. However, some residues in this
area were clearly unreactive to DMS (C113, C114
and C125) and were also digested by RNase V1,
suggesting that they either paired with residues in
this or other regions or were in stacked/helical
conformations. Also, A132, A133, A134, A135,
A136 and C137 were highly reactive to DMS, indicating that they were unpaired.
In support of the thermodynamic predictions,
the modi®cation studies indicated that SL3 was the
least likely of the predicted structures to form in
the 50 230 nt of PVX RNA. Within the SL3 region
(nt 194-229) and the region between SL2 and SL3
(nt 183-193), most C and A residues were modi®ed
by DMS and all G residues were accessible to
RNase T1 (Figure 1B). Although some scattered
RNase V1 digestions were observed, they did not
correlate with regions predicted to be paired.
Covariation analysis of sequences from
various strains of PVX supports the existence
of SL1
Six strains of PVX (Figure 3A), which belong to
three out of four strain groups and exhibit 85 ±98%
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sequence identity within the 50 230 nt, were compared to determine if nucleotides covary to conserve secondary structures. Cockerham (1955)
classi®ed different isolates of PVX into four groups
based on phenotype to two endogenous resistance
genes in potato. PVX-CP (group 2; Orman et al.,
1990), PVX-X3 and PVX-UK3 (group 3; Huisman
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et al., 1988; Kavanagh et al., 1992), PVX-HB (group
4; Querci et al., 1993), and a Russian isolate that we
have designated PVX-R (Skryabin et al., 1988) were
compared to our isolate (Hemenway et al., 1988)
denoted as PVX-WA. PVX-WA is likely to be a
group 3 strain based on amino acid similarities, but
has not been tested on the appropriate host plants.

Figure 2. DMS modi®cation and RNase digestion of PVX transcripts. Uncapped transcripts were incubated in the
presence (M) or absence (U) of DMS (A) or digested with RNases T1 or V1 (B). Products were extended using 32Plabeled primer eP2 and separated on an 8% sequencing gel. Also shown are lanes containing untreated transcripts
extended with similar primers (ÿ) or sequenced by the dideoxy method (C,U,A,G). Base positions that are modi®ed
by DMS or digested by RNases are numbered, and unreactive positions are not labeled. G residues accessible to
RNase T1 are also noted by arrows. Reactivities at positions marked by ®lled circles are considered to be ambiguous
because of background DMS reactivity. Open circles indicate positions that are ambiguous due to background RNase
cleavages.
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Figure 3. Sites of RNA sequence
covariation in the SL1 region of
PVX RNA. A, all six PVX
sequences between nt 40 and 90
are shown and grouped according
to
guidelines
established
by
Cockerham (1955). Nucleotide positions involved in compensatory
changes or covariation that are
different from our isolate (PVXWA) are shown in bold face and
underlined. Also shown are nucleotide changes that conserve the
GNRA tetraloop motif (PVX-X3
and PVX-R) and the mismatch in
stem C of SL1 (PVX-UK3). B, the
optimal secondary structure of SL1
is labeled as in Figure 1. Covarying
positions are marked by boxes, and
arrows indicate changes observed
in the six PVX strains.

Four sets of nucleotides were identi®ed to covary: G51-C82, U52-A81, U53-G80, and G62-C73
(Figure 3B). Changes in residues G51 to A, U52 to
A and U53 to C were compensated by changes of
C82 to U, A81 to U, and G/A80 to G, strongly supporting the existence of SC. The G62 C73 pair also
covaries in strains PVX-CP, PVX-UK3, PVX-R and
PVX-HB, which would indicate that pairing at the
base of SD is also critical for PVX multiplication.
For two of the strains (PVX-UK3 and PVX-CP), a
G-A base-pair is predicted in this region,
suggesting that these nucleotides may form noncanonical base-pairs to maintain the structure.
Thus, the covariation analysis provided additional
evidence for the paired central portion of the SL1
structure and its signi®cance to survival of the
virus.
When the corresponding 30 230 nt, minus-strand
RNA sequences from the different PVX strains
were analyzed, no covariation was apparent.
Although thermodynamic predictions indicated
secondary structures in this region of the minusstrand RNA (data not shown), these structures
were not supported by sequence covariations.
However, given the limited sample size for these
studies, the information may not be suf®cient to

completely rule out this possibility. Thermodynamic structural comparisons and covariation analysis among different potexviruses were not
extensively analyzed because low sequence similarity (25 ± 40%) and diversity in leader length (72107 nt) made the identi®cation of homologous residues impossible.
Structure near the base of stem C in SL1 is
important for PVX plus-strand RNA
accumulation in tobacco protoplasts
The signi®cance of SL1 structural features to
viral RNA accumulation was determined by inoculation of transcripts from modi®ed or wild-type
PVX cDNA clones into Nicotiana tabacum (NT-1)
protoplasts. Six mutations (SC1-SC6) were introduced into the SC region of SL1, as shown in
Figure 4D. The SC1 (C46 to U), SC2 (A47 to C),
SC4 (A47A48 to CC), SC5 (C46A47A48 to AU) and
SC6 (U86 to A) mutations were predicted to
change the optimal, wild-type secondary structure
near the base of SL1 and alter the free energy of
the SL1 structure. In addition, the optimum predicted structures for the 50 230 nt of these mutants
indicated disruption of SA and formation of new
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Figure 4. Effects of mutations near the base of stem C on accumulation of PVX RNAs and coat protein. Protoplasts
inoculated with water (W), replication-defective transcripts derived from p32 (32), wild-type transcripts derived from
pMON8453 (wt), or mutant transcripts SC1-SC6 were analyzed at 48 hours post-inoculation (h.p.i.). S1 nuclease protection was utilized for detection of minus (A) and plus-strand (B) RNA accumulation. C, The relative coat protein
accumulation as detected by Western blotting. A comparison of the predicted optimal secondary structures and free
energy (G) values for SL1 of wild-type and mutant RNAs is illustrated in D. Single-headed arrows indicate positions of mutations; double-headed arrows mark positions that pair with nt downstream to form stem-loop structures
between SL1 and SL2. The positions (nt 85-87) corresponding to the initiation codon for the replicase protein are
marked by enlarged type in all of the structures.

SL structures positioned between SL1 and SL2
(data not shown). Although these SLs appeared in
all structures predicted to be within 10% of the
optimum folded structure, there was considerable
scatter in the energy dot plots in this region, indicating less-favored structures. Although one might
predict that changing C46 to U in mutant SC1
would still enable pairing to G87, as shown in the
wild-type structure, the thermodynamic prediction
for the optimum structure of mutant SC1 indicates
restructuring at the base of SL1. In addition, this
G-U pair did not show up in any of the nine structures predicted to be within 10% of the optimum

structure for SC1 (data not shown). The SC6
mutation (U86 to A) additionally changed the
initiation codon of the replicase gene. In contrast to
all other mutants, conversion of the the A-A mismatch to a C-A mismatch in mutant SC3 (A48 to
C) did not result in any other alterations to the predicted structure or stability of SL1.
Protoplasts electroporated with transcripts containing these mutations were analyzed for minusstrand RNA (Figure 4A), plus-strand RNA
(Figure 4B), and CP (Figure 4C) accumulation.
Minus-strand RNA accumulation in protoplasts
inoculated with SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4 or SC5 tran-
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Table 1. Plus and minus-strand RNA accumulation in NT-1 protoplasts
Construct

Relative RNA levels (%)
(+)
(ÿ)

w.t.
p32

100  0
00

100  0
00

SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6

16  5
36  7
159  16
33
00
00

86  4
106  9
108  8
90  10
73  11
42

SC7
SC8
SC9
SC10
SC11
SC12
SD1

00
00
26  15
10
111  10
00
00

65  10
120  20
96  14
88  12
98  8
88  16
83  14

Construct

Relative RNA levels (%)
()
(ÿ)

LC1
LC2
LC3
LC4
LC5
LC6
LC7

74
66  13
48  8
74
00
93
00

78  9
85  9
88  8
85  12
70  11
81  13
85  11

TL1
TL2
TL3
TL4
TL5
TL6
TL7
TL8

40  10
19  10
83  15
215  55
152  22
22  2
138  27
21

86  10
8314
84  14
86  16
96  11
93  17
90  17
95  18

Construct designations are as noted in the text and Figure legends. Plus and minus-strand RNA levels were measured with a
Molecular Dynamics Phosphorimager. The average value and standard error for each mutant were calculated from three or more
independent experiments. Relative percentage values shown were normalized relative to RNA levels observed in protoplasts inoculated with transcripts derived from the wild-type (w.t.) PVX cDNA clone, pMON8453.

scripts was similar to levels in wild-type inoculated
protoplasts, although the small reductions
observed for SC1 (86  4%) and SC5 (73  11%)
were signi®cantly different (Figure 4A; Table 1).
Because the predicted structure for SC5 has a higher stability and exhibits pairing of the nucleotides
for the initiation codon, the reduction in minusstrand RNA levels may re¯ect reduced translation
of the replicase gene. Protoplasts inoculated with
SC6 transcripts were greatly reduced in minusstrand RNA levels (4  2%). This reduction may be
due to altered RNA structure, but more likely
re¯ects the modi®ed replicase initiation codon.
Although there is another in-frame methionine
codon 31 amino acids downstream of the initiation
codon, the product translated from this codon may
have decreased conformational stability and/or
activity.
In contrast to their effects on minus-strand RNA
accumulation, all mutations near the base of SC
substantially altered plus-strand RNA (Figure 4B;
Table 1). In addition, changes in the levels of CP
accumulation mirrored the corresponding changes
in genomic plus-strand RNA (Figure 4C),
suggesting that sgRNA levels were similarly
affected. The reduction of plus-strand RNA
accumulation to 16  5% in protoplasts inoculated
with the SC1 mutant indicated a requirement for a
C at position 46 and/or pairing at the base of SC.
Likewise, alteration of A47 to C in the SC2 mutant
resulted in a reduction of plus-strand RNA to
36  7%. In contrast, conversion of the mismatch
A48 to C in mutant SC3, which did not alter the
predicted structure for SL1, enhanced plus-strand
RNA levels to 159  16%. When this A48 to C
change was combined with A47 to C in mutant
SC4, the structure at the base of SC was altered
and plus-strand RNA levels were reduced to
3  3% of wild-type levels.

Replacement of C46A47A48 with AU in mutant
SC5 disrupted the structure in SC, with little
change in stability of SL1, and resulted in no
detectable accumulation of plus-strand RNA.
Although the 27% decrease in minus-strand RNA
levels observed for SC5 may have accounted for
some decrease in plus-strand RNA levels, it is
likely that this mutation directly affected plusstrand RNA accumulation. In contrast, the absence
of plus-strand RNA accumulation in protoplasts
inoculated with SC6 likely re¯ects the reduction in
minus-strand RNA levels (4  2%) observed for
this mutant.
These data indicate that accumulation of PVX
plus-strand RNA requires either speci®c bases at
positions 46 and 47, or pairing of these positions at
the base of SC. The positive effect achieved by
replacement of A at position 48 with a C suggests
a requirement for a mismatch in this region, which
may be maintained by pairing of C46A47 with
U86G87.
Plus-strand RNA levels are affected more by
pairing and stability than sequence in the
central region of stem C
Five mutations (SC7-SC11) were introduced to
evaluate the importance of pairing and sequence in
the central region of stem C to RNA accumulation.
As shown in Figure 5D, deletion of the 50 side of
the stem (nt U50G51U52U53) in mutant SC7 and
deletion of the 30 side of this stem in mutant SC8
(nt G80A81C82A83) resulted in signi®cantly
increased G values. The optimum predicted
structures for both SC7 and SC8 resulted in
rearrangement of SA, LA, SB and LB, but more of
the pairing in SC was maintained in the SC8
mutant. Mutant SC9 includes both of the deletions
in SC7 and SC8. Although the overall predicted
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structure for SL1 in SC9 was similar to wild-type,
the removal of four base-pairs in the upper region
of stem C resulted in a signi®cantly higher G
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value. Mutants SC10 and SC11 were designed to
further address the issue of sequence versus pairing
in this region. Alteration of the sequence on the 50

Figure 5. Effects of mutations in the central region of stem C and in stem D on accumulation of PVX RNAs and
coat protein. Protoplasts inoculated with replication-defective transcripts derived from p32 (32), wild-type transcripts
derived from pMON8453 (wt), or mutant transcripts SC7-SC12 and SD1 were analyzed at 48 h.p.i. Panels and labeling are as described in the legend to Figure 4.
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side of the stem (U50G51U52 to ACA) in mutant
SC10 resulted in an increased G value that was
similar to values for the deletion mutants, and the
optimum predicted structure for this mutant was
substantially altered below the C-C mismatch in
stem C. When compensating changes were introduced into the 30 side of SC in mutant SC10 to generate SC11 (U50G51U52 to ACA:A81C82A83 to
UGU), the optimum structure and G value of SL1
were not predicted to change from the wild-type
RNA.
Minus-strand RNA production in protoplasts
inoculated with these mutants was not signi®cantly different from levels in protoplasts inoculated with wild-type transcripts, except for SC7
(65  10%; Figure 5A; Table 1). The overall
reduced pairing and stability of SL1 in mutant SC7
may contribute to decreased translation of the
replicase gene and thus account for some reduction
in minus-strand RNA accumulation. In contrast,
plus-strand RNA accumulation and CP levels were
decreased for most of these mutants (Figure 5B, C;
Table 1). Protoplasts inoculated with either SC7 or
SC8 exhibited no detectable accumulation of genomic plus-strand RNA or CP. The substantially
altered structures and stabilities predicted for SL1,
or the removal of critical nucleotides in these
mutants may account for the reduction in plusstrand RNA accumulation. Because protoplasts
inoculated with the corresponding double mutant,
SC9, did accumulate plus-strand RNA (26  15%)
and CP, identity of the deleted sequences may not
be as critical as stability. Also, the reduced stability
due to reduced stem length or altered spacing in
the stem C region of SC9 may account for the
reduction in plus-strand RNA levels compared to
those in protoplasts inoculated with wild-type
transcripts.
The pattern of plus-strand RNA and CP accumulation (Figure 5B, C; Table 1) in protoplasts inoculated with mutants SC10 and SC11 further
supports the importance of pairing, rather than
sequence, in the central region of SC. Conversion
of the sequence on the 50 side of the stem in mutant
SC10 (U50G51U52 to ACA), which substantially
altered the predicted structure and stability,
resulted in no detectable accumulation of plusstrand RNA or CP. In contrast, when wild-type
structure and stability were restored in SC11
(U50G51U52 to ACA and A81C82A83 to UGU) by
introduction of the complementary sequence on
the 30 side of SC in mutant SC10, plus-strand
accumulation was at wild-type levels. Thus, the
sequence in this region was not a factor in RNA
accumulation. As indicated in Figure 5B, the S1
nuclease digestion pattern of RNA isolated from
protoplasts inoculated with SC11 resulted in three
bands, each corresponding to the region of mismatch with the probe, P1. From top to bottom,
these bands correspond to the full-length protected
fragment, the product cleaved at nt 51-53, and the
product cleaved at nt 81-83. These products were
also observed when puri®ed transcripts of SC11
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were similarly treated (data not shown), further
verifying that the multiple digestion products were
generated by probe mismatch with this mutant.
Although not evident in Figure 5B, much longer
exposures indicated similar sized smaller bands for
the mutant SC9. It is likely that these bands were
less evident for SC9 because plus-strand RNA
accumulation was signi®cantly lower than
observed for SC11. Similarly, such bands were not
observed for SC7, SC8 and SC10 because plusstrand RNA did not accumulate. These data
suggest that pairing, stability and/or spacing, but
not precise sequence, in the central region of SC
are important for plus-strand RNA accumulation.
Increased length and stability in stems C and
D result in reduced plus-strand RNA levels
To further analyze the effects of stem length and
stability, we inserted two G C pairs into the upper
region of SC and into SD to create mutants SC12
and SD1, respectively. For both of these mutants,
the optimum structures were predicted to be similar to wild-type, but with lower G values.
Although minus-strand RNA levels were unaffected in protoplasts inoculated with SC12 or SD1
(Figure 5A; Table 1), this increase in length in
either stem proved to be deleterious to plus-strand
RNA and CP accumulation (Figure 5B, C; Table 1).
Thus, as was observed for mutant SC9 described
above, our data indicate that stem length and/or
optimum stability in SC and SD are critical for
plus-strand RNA accumulation.
Sequence and formation of internal loop C are
important for plus-strand RNA accumulation
Several mutants were constructed to determine
if the presence of asymmetric LC and/or its
sequence are important for RNA synthesis. As
shown in Figure 6D, modi®cations of the sequence
on the 50 side of this loop in mutants LC1 (C59 to
A), LC2 (C60 to A), LC3 (C61 to A), and LC4
(C59C60C61 to AAA) and on the 30 side in mutant
LC6 (A74A75 to CC) did not change the predicted
secondary structures or G values from those of
wild-type PVX RNA. In contrast, conversion of
A58C59C60C61 to UU in the 50 side of this loop in
mutant LC5 resulted in a loss of LC and increased
stability of SL1. Similarly, conversion of A74A75 to
GG on the 30 side of LC in mutant LC7 resulted in
a more stable predicted structure, with loss of the
internal loop.
Although small, but signi®cant reductions in
minus-strand RNA levels were observed for protoplasts inoculated with mutants LC1 (78  9%) and
LC5 (70  11%), all other LC mutants supported
similar to wild-type levels of minus-strand RNA
accumulation (Figure 6A; Table 1). Again, this was
in contrast to accumulation patterns for plus-strand
RNA and CP (Figure 6B, C; Table 1). Protoplasts
inoculated with mutants LC1 (C59 to A), LC2 (C60
to A) and LC3 (C61 to A) exhibited reduced plus-
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Figure 6. Effects of mutations in loop C on accumulation of PVX RNAs and coat protein. Protoplasts inoculated
with replication-defective transcripts derived from p32 (32), wild-type transcripts derived from pMON8453 (wt), or
mutant transcripts LC1-LC7 were analyzed at 48 h.p.i. Panels and labeling are as described in the legend to Figure 4.

strand RNA levels of 7  4, 66  3, and 48  8%,
indicating that sequence of this portion of the loop,
and position 59 in particular, were important for
optimum RNA accumulation. Similarly, protoplasts inoculated with mutant LC4 (C59C60C61 to
AAA) contained plus-strand RNA levels (7  4%)
similar to those observed for LC1, again indicating
the importance of sequence for the 50 side of LC.
When protoplasts were inoculated with mutant
LC6 (A74A75 to CC), containing changes on the 30
side of LC, plus-strand RNA accumulation was
reduced to 9  3% of wild-type levels. Thus,
sequences on both sides of LC are important for
plus-strand RNA accumulation.
Protoplasts inoculated with mutants LC5
(A58C59C60C61 to UU) and LC7 (A74A75 to GG),
which were constructed to close the internal loop
and increase stability of the predicted structures,

contained no detectable plus-strand RNA or CP.
Because levels of plus-strand RNA in protoplasts
inoculated with LC7 were signi®cantly lower than
in those inoculated with LC6, these data suggest
that both the presence of LC and the sequence of
this loop were required for RNA accumulation.
GNRA, GANA or GAAG motifs in the terminal
tetraloop support efficient plus-strand
RNA accumulation
GNRA tetraloop motifs, like the GAAA loop
found in SL1 of PVX RNA, have been shown to be
unusually stable loops that serve important structural and/or functional roles in many biological
systems. Eight mutants, TL1-TL8 (Figure 7D), were
constructed to analyze the signi®cance of the
GNRA tetraloop element in PVX RNA synthesis;
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accumulation (83  15%). In addition, replacement
of A67 with U also resulted in wild-type levels of
plus-strand RNA (data not shown), indicating that
the second position of the SL1 tetraloop can vary
without affecting RNA accumulation.
Discrepancies from the GNRA motif occurred
when the last two positions of the terminal TL
were changed. Protoplasts inoculated with either
TL4 (A68 to C) or TL5 (A68 to G) exhibited plusstrand RNA and CP levels that were greater than
wild-type (Figure 7B,C; Table 1), indicating that a
purine in the third position was not required.
Alteration of the fourth position to a pyrimidine in
mutant TL6 (A69 to C) caused a decrease in plusstrand RNA accumulation to 22  2% of wild-type
levels. In contrast, when A69 was changed to a G
in mutant TL7, greater than wild-type levels of
plus-strand RNA (138  27%) were produced.
Thus, an A was not required in the fourth position,
but a purine was preferred at this site. When protoplasts were inoculated with TL8, which contains
another stable TL motif, UUCG, plus-strand RNA
accumulation was reduced to 2  1%. In addition,
plus-strand RNA levels were similarly reduced
in protoplasts inoculated with a mutant containing a UUCG TL closed by a CG pair
(U65G66A67A68A69A70 to CUUCGG; data not
shown). These data indicate that there are speci®c
sequence requirements in this terminal loop, which
could result in a unique structural architecture
similar to the GNRA motif. Although GANA and
GAAG can substitute for GNRA, any four nucleotides will not suf®ce, even if stability of the loop is
maintained.

Figure 7. Effects of mutations in the tetraloop of SL1
on accumulation of PVX RNAs and coat protein. Protoplasts inoculated with replication-defective transcripts
derived from p32 (32), wild-type transcripts derived
from pMON8453 (wt), or mutant transcripts TL1-TL8
were analyzed at 48 h.p.i. A to C, and labeling, are as
described in the legend to Figure 4. Tetraloop sequences
for mutants TL1-TL8 are illustrated in D. Predicted
structures for each of these mutant RNAs are not shown
because they are identical to those of the wild-type PVX
RNA.

none of these altered the predicted structure of
SL1. Once again, protoplasts inoculated with these
mutants were not signi®cantly altered in minusstrand RNA accumulation (Figure 7A; Table 1), but
exhibited a spectrum of levels of plus-strand RNA
(Figure 7B; Table 1) that was mirrored by CP levels
(Figure 7C). TL1 (G66 to A) and TL2 (G66 to U),
which change the ®rst position of the GNRA motif,
reduced plus-strand RNA accumulation to
40  10% and 19  10%, respectively. Thus, a G at
position 66 was preferred over an A or U. Alteration of the second TL position in mutant TL3 (A67
to G) did not signi®cantly affect plus-strand RNA

Discussion
Given that the 50 region of PVX RNA is likely to
contain cis-acting signals important for translation,
RNA synthesis, and encapsidation during virus
replication, we analyzed the propensity of this
region to form structural elements that may function in one or more of these processes. Thermodynamic predictions and solution structure analyses
indicated that two thermodynamically favored
stem-loop structures, SL1 and SL2, can form in the
50 region of PVX RNA, and covariation data
further supported formation of SL1. Site-directed
mutational studies were used to further discern the
signi®cance of the SL1 structure and af®liated
sequences to PVX RNA accumulation in vivo.
Although our data indicate that both the sequence
and structure of SL1 are required for one or more
aspects of plus-strand RNA accumulation, it is
possible that elements in the corresponding 30 end
of minus-strand RNA are also required. Andino
et al. (1990) and Pogue & Hall (1992) have demonstrated that structures in the 50 ends of poliovirus
and BMV RNAs, respectively, and not those at the
30 end of corresponding minus-sense RNAs, are
critical for RNA replication. In contrast, Shi et al.
(1996) illustrated that structures in the 30 end of the
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minus-strand in West Nile virus were involved in
cellular host protein interactions, and may be
important for plus-strand RNA synthesis.
Although covariation analysis of minus-strand
RNAs from different PVX strains did not identify
any covarying nucleotides that would support the
existence of a particular secondary structure,
additional experiments will be required to address
this issue.
The mutational studies described herein not only
indicate the importance of SL1 to RNA accumulation, but also identify key features within this
structure. Both the presence of internal LC and the
sequence on both sides of this loop are important
for PVX RNA accumulation. Although alteration of
C59, C60 or C61 reduced plus-strand RNA levels,
modi®cation of C59 had the greatest effect.
Hellendoorn et al. (1997) found that protonatable
cytosine bases in single-stranded internal loop
regions of turnip yellow mosaic virus are important for infection. Given that loop regions of several
types of RNAs appear to be important for protein
binding (Draper, 1995), LC may be required for
binding of virus and/or host proteins during PVX
infection. Structure probing data of PVX RNA
show that LC residues are accessible to DMS and
to RNase V1, indicating that the LC region of SL1
contains some helical or stacked residues. Because
stacking within loops has been found to be important for protein binding in other systems (Scripture
& Huber, 1995; Gubser & Varani, 1996), such interactions within LC may additionally be needed for
recognition by viral and/or host factors. Alternatively, the sequence requirements in LC may not
represent residues critical for contacting protein,
but rather be important for establishment of a critical loop structure. Analysis of a crystal structure
for the P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena thermophilia self-splicing intron by Cate et al. (1996b) indicated planar ``A-platform'' structures involving
two adenosine residues located in internal loops.
These observations supported previous modi®cation studies showing that the 50 most A of the
pair is less accessible to modifying agents (Murphy
& Cech, 1993). In addition, mutation of the A-A
platform resulted in 70% less activity of the ribozyme (Murphy & Cech, 1994; Cate et al., 1996b).
Modi®cation of A74A75 to CC in LC of PVX RNA,
which reduced RNA accumulation, may have disrupted such a platform. Although the DMS modi®cation data for PVX RNA showed that both A74
and A75 of LC are accessible to DMS, this does not
rule out potential interactions across this loop or
that protein binding might alter the structure
within LC.
Certain tetraloop sequences, such as the GAAA
motif in SL1, occur in many RNAs and have been
shown to increase stability of RNA molecules
(Woese et al., 1990), participate in tertiary contacts
(Jaeger et al., 1994; Murphy & Cech, 1994; Cate
et al., 1996a), and serve as protein recognition sites
(Gluck et al., 1992; Zwieb, 1992; De Guzman et al.,
1998). Although the GNRA motif is conserved in
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all PVX strains, our data indicate that several
changes in the GAAA tetraloop of SL1 are tolerated and that a GNRA tetraloop is not absolutely
required for RNA accumulation. In contrast, conversion to another highly stable, common tetraloop
motif, UUCG (Cheong et al., 1990), caused the
greatest reduction in plus-strand RNA accumulation. Thus, any stabilizing loop and any four
membered loop are not suf®cient for plus-strand
RNA accumulation. Surprisingly, plus-strand RNA
accumulation was increased for mutants containing either GANA or GAAG motifs. Preference for a
purine in the fourth position of a tetraloop
(GNAR) has also been observed in helix 6 of signal
recognition particle (SRP) RNA (Zwieb, 1992),
which is recognized by SRP19 protein (p19). When
the tetraloop was changed from GNAR to UNCG,
p19 was unable to interact (Zwieb, 1992).
Additional experiments will be required to determine if the TL in PVX SL1 affects RNA accumulation by binding viral and/or host proteins, by
stabilizing SL1 directly or though tertiary interations, or a combination of these.
The covariation data and mutational analysis
indicate that pairing rather than sequence in SC is
important for RNA accumulation. Compensatory
site-directed changes in this region (mutant SC11)
do not affect RNA accumulation, whereas modi®cations to one side of SC (mutants SC7, SC8 and
SC10) drastically reduced RNA levels. In addition,
most modi®cations near the base of SC in SL1,
which substantially alter the structure of this
region and/or affect the A-A mismatch, signi®cantly reduce plus-strand RNA accumulation.
Only one of the SC mutants (SC3), in which the
A48-A85 mismatch was changed to a C-A mismatch without any further alteration to the predicted wild-type SL1 structure and stability,
exhibits signi®cantly higher levels of plus-strand
RNA than those observed for wild-type. Comparatively, C-A mismatches are more commonly found
in other RNAs, suggesting that they are less disruptive or more thermodynamically favorable than
other types of mismatches (Gutell, 1996). It is possible that pairing in SC may be needed for correct
positioning of internal loop C and the mismatches.
In addition to a role for pairing in the central
region of SL1, our data also indicate that stability
and/or length of stem regions affect RNA accumulation. Extension of SC or SD by two G C basepairs (mutants SC12 and SD1, respectively)
abolishes plus-strand RNA accumulation. In contrast, shortening of the SC region (mutant SC9) by
four base-pairs decreases RNA accumulation, but
to a lesser extent. Similarly, Olsthoorn et al. (1994)
observed that increased hairpin stability was more
detrimental than reduced stability for bacteriophage MS2 gene expression. They also reported
that MS2 with mutations in a hairpin containing
the start codon of the CP gene reverted to a wildtype stability but not to wild-type sequence. In
addition to stability, an optimal helix length may
be required for PVX RNA accumulation. Selinger
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et al. (1993) have shown that the length of the helix
adjoining a tetraloop element in the RNA component of SRP is important for interaction with the
SRP54 protein. Thus, stem length and/or stability
in different regions of PVX SL1 may function to
position other elements for interaction with viral
and/or host proteins. Analysis of reversion pathways in plants inoculated with some of the PVX
mutants described herein should help to distinguish the relative importance of length and/or
stability to PVX RNA accumulation.
It was somewhat surprising that most mutations
in SL1 did not signi®cantly affect minus-strand
RNA accumulation. Although minus-strand RNA
synthesis is typically regulated by signals residing
in the 30 ends of viral genomes (Buck, 1996), alterations in the 50 region might also affect translation
of replicase and subsequent RNA synthesis. Of the
a (nt 1-41) and b (nt 42-84) elements in the PVX
leader, which have been shown to enhance translation of reporter gene products (Smirnyagina et al.,
1991), the b region is contained within the SL1
structure. Given that altered sequences and structures on the 50 side of SL1 in mutants SC1, SC5,
SC7, LC1 and LC5 resulted in small, but signi®cant
declines in minus-strand RNA accumulation, the 50
side of SL1 may be important for recognition by
translation factors and/or ribosomes. Carberry et al.
(1992) have shown that in addition to steric accessibility of the cap structure, other sequence and secondary structural features of mRNA can enhance
binding of the cap-binding protein (eIF-4E). Appropriately placed structures may also facilitate
initiation of the ribosome at the correct site
(Merrick & Hershey, 1996). It may be that the sitedirected changes made to PVX SL1 are not as deleterious to translation (and subsequent minusstrand RNA synthesis) as are deletions within this
region (Tomashevskaya et al., 1993; Kim &
Hemenway, 1996). Alternatively, levels of replicase
required to support minus-strand synthesis in the
absence of plus-strand genomic and sgRNA synthesis may be lower than those required during a
normal replication cycle. Thus, assessment of
minus-strand accumulation may not be an accurate
measure of translational ef®ciency. A better understanding of translational signals in the PVX leader
will require development of techniques to quantify
replicase levels in vivo.
Although reductions in plus-strand RNA
accumulation likely re¯ect a decline in plus-strand
RNA synthesis, alterations in RNA stability and/or
RNA packaging cannot be ruled out. If one or
more sequence and/or structural elements in SL1
are important for binding of CP, packaging may be
inhibited and may lead to reduced stability of the
genomic RNA. The OAS for PVX has not been
de®ned, although the 50 most 47 nt of a related
potexvirus, papaya mosaic virus, are suf®cient for
packaging in vitro (Sit et al., 1994). If the 50 most
region of PVX RNA that is predicted to be unstructured contains the OAS, then mutations in SL1
may not directly affect packaging. Alternatively,
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the OAS for PVX may include SL1 or formation of
the SL1 structure may be important for positioning
during assembly. Requirements for secondary
structures in capsid protein binding have been
demonstrated for several other plus-strand RNA
viruses (Houwing & Jaspars, 1982; Turner et al.,
1988; Fujimura et al., 1990; Fosmire et al., 1992; Wei
et al., 1992; Zhong et al., 1992). For the retrovirus
HIV-1, the encapsidation signal ( ) consists of four
SL structures, SL1-SL4 (Clever et al., 1995).
Although the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein binds to
the tetraloop sequence of HIV-1 SL3 in vitro (De
Guzman et al., 1998), both SL1 and SL3 are position-dependent and contribute to RNA encapsidation in vivo (McBride & Panganiban, 1997). Because
all mutations in PVX SL1 that reduced plus-strand
RNA levels also lowered CP levels (and presumably sgRNA synthesis), additional studies will be
required to determine if SL1 is required for assembly and to distinguish the effects of this structure
on translation, assembly and/or RNA synthesis.
Our previous deletion studies of the PVX 50 NTR
(Kim & Hemenway, 1996) indicate that multiple
elements throughout this region affect both genomic and subgenomic plus-strand RNA accumulation. In addition, critical elements near the 50
terminus, in the region predicted to be unstructured, exhibit complementarity to conserved
regions upstream of the sgRNAs, and this complementarity may be important for sgRNA accumulation (Kim & Hemenway, 1997; K.-H.K. & C.H.,
unpublished data). Given that SL1 is also required
for these processes, it appears that both unstructured and structured elements function locally
and/or at a distance to affect plus-strand RNA
accumulation. A localized role for SL1 may be to
pull apart the two strands after completion of
minus-strand RNA in order to facilitate initiation
of plus-strand RNA synthesis, as was suggested
for the role of secondary structure formation in
bacteriophage Qb RNA (Priano et al., 1987). Such a
role for SL1 could also affect sgRNA levels if all
plus-strand RNA synthesis is dependent upon
initiation events at the 30 end of the minus-strand
RNA. Future experiments will determine if one or
more of these elements serves to bind or localize
components of the replication machinery or to provide an appropriate architecture that facilitates
plus-strand RNA synthesis.

Methods and Materials
Materials
Restriction enzymes, modifying enzymes, polymerases
and m7GpppG cap analog were purchased from New
England BioLabs. Avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV)
reverse transcriptase was from Life Sciences. RNasin and
RQ1 DNase were obtained from Promega. RNase T1 and
V1 were purchased from Pharmacia Biotech and
dimethyl sulfate was from Fluka. Boehringer Mannheim
was the source for deoxy, dideoxy- and ribonucleotides,
and oligonucleotides were synthesized by Genosys.
Radiolabeled materials were products of Amersham. Cel-
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lulase ``Onozuka'' R-10 was purchased from Yakult Honsha Co., Ltd and pectolyase Y23 is a product of Karlan
Research Products.
Generation of thermodynamic predictions for PVX
RNA structure
The energy dot plot and secondary structure folding predictions for the 50 region of PVX RNA were
obtained with the Mfold program (Jaeger et al., 1989a,b;
Zuker, 1989) on Michael Zuker's internet location
(www.ibc.wustl.edu/  zuker/rna/form1.cgi). The thermodynamic parameters consist of a folding temperature
of 37 C and a per cent suboptimality number of ten.
Covariation analysis of PVX strains
RNA sequences from six different PVX strains were
aligned and analyzed by the computer program, COVARIATION (Brown, 1991), to identify regions within the
50 230 nt that may covary in order to maintain structural
integrity.
Construction of site-directed mutants
Mutations were introduced in the SL1 region of the
PVX cDNA clone, pMON8453 (Hemenway et al., 1990),
by the method of Kunkel (1985). Subsequent to veri®cation by sequencing, mutant clones were digested with
MfeI (nt 46) and BsiWI (nt 203), and the resulting mutant
fragments were resected back into a wild-type
pMON8453 clone that was similarly digested. Sitedirected mutants that altered the MfeI restriction site
were resected using BsaAI (nt 9436) and the BsiWI site.
The resulting clones were sequenced through the entire
resected fragment and ¯anking regions to ensure that
only the mutations introduced were present.
Synthesis of PVX transcripts
PVX transcripts (543 nt) for structural studies were
synthesized by in vitro transcription of the plasmid,
pMON8453 (full-length PVX cDNA), linearized with
BamHI. RNAs utilized for protoplast inoculations were
derived from pMON8453 and mutant clones digested
with SpeI. Transcription reaction conditions and product
isolation were as described by Kim & Hemenway (1996).
The quality and relative concentrations of transcripts
were checked by electrophoresis on 1% (w/v) agarose
gels at 4 C and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.
Chemical and enzymatic probing
Modi®cation of truncated transcripts with DMS was
in a total of 50 ml of buffer A (80 mM potassium cacodylate (pH 7.2), 300 mM potassium chloride, 20 mM magnesium acetate), as described by Moazed et al. (1986).
Reactions were initiated by the addition of DMS to a
®nal concentration of 5 mM in the presence of 2 mg RNA
transcripts. Unmodi®ed control reactions were treated
similarly, except water was substituted for DMS. Reactions were incubated for 60 minutes at 4 C, 40 minutes
at 25 C, 20 minutes at 37 C, or two minutes at 90 C, and
terminated by addition of 12.5 ml of stop solution (1 M
Tris-acetate (pH 7.5), 1.5 M sodium acetate, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 1.42 M 2-mercaptoethanol). After incubation on
ice for ten minutes, samples were precipitated with
2.5 vol. ethanol. Pellets were washed with cold 80% (v/

v) ethanol and resuspended in 10 ml diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water.
For enzymatic probing, reactions contained 2 mg PVX
truncated transcripts in 50 ml buffer B (100 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.6), 100 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM magnesium
chloride). Upon addition of RNase T1 (0.04 unit/ml) or
RNase V1 (1.4  10ÿ4 unit/ml), reactions were incubated
at 25 C for 15 minutes or 10 minutes, respectively, and
then stopped by extraction once with phenol/chloroform
and subsequently with chloroform alone. The partially
digested RNA products were precipitated with ethanol,
washed with cold 80% ethanol and the pellets were
resuspended in 10 ml DEPC-treated water.
Primer extension analyses of modified RNA
DMS-modi®ed and RNase-digested PVX RNA
samples were analyzed by primer extension (Moazed
et al., 1986). To evaluate extension products from nt 1230, three primers were utilized: eP1 (complementary to
nt 78-97), eP2 (complementary to nt 148-179), and eP3
(complementary to nt 242-263). After end-labeling with
polynucleotide kinase and [g-32P]ATP, primers (10 pmol)
were combined with 5 ml modi®ed PVX RNAs. Samples
were dried and resuspended in 1 ml R-loop buffer (80%
(v/v) formamide, 400 mM NaCl, 40 mM piperazineN,N0 -bis(3-ethanesulfonic acid) (Pipes, pH 4.6), 1 mM
EDTA, 10 mg Escherichia coli tRNA), and incubated for 15
minutes at 45 C. After hybridization, 20 ml reverse transcriptase mix (40 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl2, 50 mM TrisHCl (pH 8.3), 0.5 mM each dNTP, 10 mM DTT, 0.25
unit/ml AMV reverse transcriptase, 0.25 unit/ml RNasin)
was added and the reaction was incubated at 45 C for
an additional 10 minutes. Extension reactions were
stopped by the addition of EDTA and SDS to ®nal concentrations of 30 mM and 0.1% (w/v), respectively. Products were puri®ed by phenol/chloroform extraction
and ethanol precipitation. Pellets were washed and
resuspended in 10 ml of sequencing stop solution (95%
formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05% (v/v) xylene cyanol
FF, 0.05% (w/v) bromophenol blue), and analyzed by
electrophoresis through 8% acrylamide/7.5 M urea gels.
Preparation and inoculation of protoplasts
Protoplasts utilized for functional analyses were prepared from a rapidly dividing N. tabacum suspension cell
line, NT-1, maintained in NT-1 medium containing MS
salts (0.43%), sucrose (88 mM), B1-inositiol stock (55 mM
myo-inositol, 0.3 mM Thiamine), Miller's I stock
(440 mM KH2PO4), 0.2 mg/ml 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid (An, 1985). Preparative conditions were similar to
those described by Kim & Hemenway (1997). Brie¯y,
cells were digested in NT-1 protoplast basic solution
(0.4 M mannitol, 20 mM Mes (pH 5.5)) containing 0.75%
(w/v) cellulase Onozuka R-10 and 0.1% (w/v) pectolyase Y23 for 50 minutes with gentle shaking (60 rpm) at
room temperature. After centrifugation and washing,
protoplasts were resuspended in electroporation buffer
(0.8% (w/v) NaCl, 0.02% (w/v) KCl, 0.02% (w/v)
KH2PO4, 0.11% (w/v) Na2HPO4, 0.4 M mannitol, pH 6.5)
and adjusted to a ®nal concentration of 5  106 cells/ml.
For inoculation, 5 mg transcripts, in a total volume of
400 ml electroporation buffer, were added to 400 ml
protoplasts (2  106) and subjected to 250 V at a capacitance of 500 mF with a BioRad Gene Pulser. After electroporation, cells were placed on ice for ten minutes
and subsequently plated in 8 ml NT-1 culture medium
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supplemented with 0.4 mg/ml 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid, 0.4 M mannitol, 10 mg/ml RNase A. Inoculated protoplasts were then allowed to incubate for 48 hours at
25 C on a 14 hours light and ten hours dark cycle. After
incubation, cells were washed and incubated with an
additional 10 mg/ml RNase for 60 minutes to digest the
remaining input RNA. Inoculated protoplast cells were
then used for CP detection and total RNA isolation.
Analysis of PVX RNA accumulation in protoplasts
At 48 h.p.i., total RNA was puri®ed from 3.2  106
inoculated protoplasts using Trizol (Life Technologies)
reagent and resuspended in DEPC-treated water. S1
nuclease protection assays were used for detection of
minus- and plus-strand PVX RNAs with 50 end-labeled
probes P3 and P1, respectively, following a method
described by Kim & Hemenway (1996). Protected products were separated on 8% sequencing gels for plussense detection or 6% gels for minus-sense detection,
and visualized by autoradiography or by a Molecular
Dynamics phosphorimager. All mutants were inoculated
into NT-1 protoplasts in three or more independent
experiments to validate the levels of RNA and CP
accumulation. The ImageQuant 1.0 program was utilized
for quanti®cation of RNA levels; differences in RNA
accumulation for both plus and minus-strand were subjected to student t-tests and were considered signi®cant
if within a con®dence interval of 95%.
For detection of CP, 8  105 protoplasts were added to
an equal volume of 2  SDS loading buffer (125 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 4% (w/v) SDS, 20% (v/v) glycerol,
1.42 M 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% (w/v) bromophenol
blue, 0.1% (w/v) xylene cyanol FF). After vortexing,
samples were heated to 95 C for ten minutes and subsequently centrifuged for 20 minutes at 14,000 rpm. Fifty
per cent of the supernatant was loaded onto a 12%
Laemmli gel (Laemmli, 1970). After electrophoresis, the
gel was transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and CP
was detected using antisera to PVX and a biotinylated/
streptavidin colorimetric detection system (Amersham).
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